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Described is a media exercise which involved social
studies curriculum specialists department chairmen, and classroom
teachers in the Baltimore County Public Shools. The exercise was
designed and utilized as a model of the content and processes that
should be involved in developing an international perspective in
social studies programs. The exercise served as a model in that it
raised the kinds of questions that must precede curriculum
decision-making; it encouraged the type of setting and stimulated the
dialogue necessary to the success of th1s task. Participant
discussion, as well as an examination of recent social studies and
area studies projects pointed up the essentially regional or cultural
construct that serves as a framework for the "international studies"
of students. Two frames of reference for social studies programs
which seek to prepare pupils to function effectively are suggested:
1) a global systems view; and, 2) the world of "probable futures".
Others mentioned include: studies of decision-making and conflict
resolutions in settings like the Cuban Missile Crisis; and
comparative studies of such global phenomena as political
development, social, and economic change, etc. It is not the presence
of the traditional, regional, and cultural framework that is opposed
here, but the near dominance of that approach in "international
studies". (JSP)
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On several recent occasions, social studies curriculum specialists,

department chairmen, and classroom teachers in the Baltimore County Public

Schools have had the unusual experience of viewing three motion pictures

simultaneously. Though the idea of simultaneous, multiple visual experiences

is not new - its use in this instance to raise questions about social studies

curriculum and instruction - is a departure from practice. The films

viewed include:

Bozo Daily Life, a 16 tare, non-narrated, color film, produced by

Julien Bryan's International Film Corporation, shows the activities

of the Bozo people of the Niger River. They "quAeLly emerge from

their thatched huts while dawn slowly breaks over the Niger. Birds

glide against the soft, red sky as the men man the boats and. the

women begin their daily activities at the water's edge. These

black Africans are then shorn as they fish, weave, cook, and mill

rice - the activities which form the backbene for their daily

lives."
1

Juggernaut, this production of the National Film Board of Canada,

traces the route of an atomic reactor through India to its destina-

tion at Kota, south of Jaipur. At the sane time it depicts the

presence of change along side much that is traditional in India.

r".
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In Spite of Walls, produced and distributed by the Volksvagon

Company. The theme is the degree to which economic and social

developments have broken down many of the traditional barriers

to communication between peoples and are examples of how the world

is becoming an interconnected economic and social system.3

After viewing the three films for about fifteen minutes the large groups

were divided into several small discussion groups and asked to consider three

questions:

What does the world look like?

Which view is more accurate?

Which view has exerted the most influence on
the curriculum?

Many individuals involved in the small group discussions rejected the

notion that there was one or even several views of tho world that were more

accurate and thus constituted the world views to be considered in the curriculum.

Frequently it was pointed out, that in addition to the world of our culture,

or the world of "their" culture, there exists other worlds such as the world

of "self," and a world characterised by multiple cross-cultural relationships

and influences.

Of particular interest were responses to the question, "M)ich view has

influenced the curriculum?" The great majority of participants concluded that

the view presented by In Spite of Malls, a western, technologically advanced

world, has exerted tit: most influence. The world of other culixres coming to
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to terms with their environment and creating distinctive life-styles, or a

world characterized by numerous cross-cultural contacts and resulting cultural

adjustments, were perceived as having exercised significantly less influence

on curriculum and instruction.

An interesting exercise, but what value does it possess for social

studies educators constantly pressed by professional groups desiring to intro-

duce their special interests in social studies instruction, by a public

increasingly disenchanted by the apparent failure of school 3? responsibilities

to society, and by teachers and students possessing often atagonistic Viers

of what is relevant in the classrocm.Pressured in each instance to "get on

with it!" The value of this type of activity is that it forces the participant

to confront his own, often narrow set of assumptions about the nature of the

world out there. Narrow in the sense that it can be predicted with a high

degree of accuracy which world views will be considered and which mill

escape attention.

It would seem axiomatic that if le seek to teach and learn somotl-d.ng

about the varied nature of human conoct on this planet, then we ought to

invest time and effort confronting that variety and asking 'what it is we need

to know to understand it. This consideration must precede the making of

decisions about the what, the where, the when, and the how. Furthermore, this

consideration should encompass the total social studies curriculum., K-12, not

just one small segment of it. To do otImIrise, it would seem, is to run the

great risk of perpetuating limited and even outdated world,, views precisely at

a tine when ye need timely and vital insights into a rapidly changig world.



The media exercise was designed and utilized because it serves as a model

of the content and processes that should be involved in developing an Inter-

national perspective in the social studies progran. A model of content and

process in that it raises the kinds of questions that must precede curriculum

decision-making; it encourages the type of setting and stimulates the dialogue

necessary to the success of this task; it points to the disciplines of history,

geography, and the social sciences wherein valuable insights for social studies

educators nay await discovery; and it suggests some of the ideas, concepts,

strategies we nay select to structure a variety of international and inter-

cultural experiences for students.

If -we grant that me should expose our minds to numerous possible pictures

of the world prior to curriculum dccision-naking, what then are some traditional

and innovative patterns of perceiving and structuring international and inter-

cultural behavior?

The media experience was predicted on the assumption that initially we

will react in terms of "our" culture and "others" cultures, or of some

cultures operating in relative isolation while o': hers interact with each other.

This was reflected in many participant's classification of these film:, as

illustrative of traditional societies, transitional societies, and developed

societies. Others saw technologically advanced,rc.ono7!iically developed,

politically and socially modernized western nations, and cconenieally under-

developed, politically and socially tradition-hound non-western societies.

Some feu saw societies that could "do their own thing" while others mere con-

stantly impinged upon by outsick forces. Eost participants felt that

curriculum and inutruction emplx:sized a world view comist:nt with our own

culture's pvescnt 71:ly

politically and soei nod riscd, at thc, cw.inte: of condert-icrn Yfe
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styles of traditional societies, or the experiences of peoples and societies

undergoing profound change.

As the discussion progressed it became apparent that although participants

acknowledged the existive and pervasive influence of these several world views,

they were unable to go beyond and suggest alternative struJiftces that night

yield interesting insights. Greater depth and sophistication of treatment

in existing history, geography, and area studies programs were offered as

solutions. In that sense they are part of a silent concensus that seems to

characterise the response of curriculum projects, media publshers, and many

concerned social studies educators when they confront the question of what

we need to do in the international education

By silent consensus attention is called to the marked tendency by these

varied groups to transmit through suggested curricular structures or instr;:.c-

tional materials developed, an essentially limited regional or cultural construct.

This construct is in turn discovered and adopted by social studies educators

to serve as the framork for the "international studies" of students. An

examination of the recent "A Critical Appraisal of Twenty Six National Social

Studies Projects," pilbliOed in Social pi:iucation, indicates a number of

projects that include international dlmonsi.ons, but few that sec the world

other than in a world cultures contcet± Por c:ample, the cacw:;se excellent

World Studies Incuiri Or 1.S1.1 Studies Ireuiry Proj.am while incorpor-

ating nullerous possibilit3o;; for study or cross cultur or global systes

phenomena Pre organized as rorional stdier;, This requires social studies

curriculum end soc e,l studies tellr?-6 to projec'6

r,-.--7"e,:. e: -I -to c:i
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Without awareness and understanding of a variety of possible alternatives,

is this likely to happen? If past practice is a reliable indicator, the

answer is "No." As Lee Anderson has recently concluded.:

"A survey of the curriculum guides, teaching materials
and approaches used in many schools suggests that much of our
past and present teaching is grounded. on an image of the
world as a mosaic of richly varied hinds and peoples. An

anthropologist examining the artifacts of American education
in an effort to reconstruct the culturally shared world-views
of Americans rd. dit well conclude that we tend to see the
world as a kind of pool table on whoeu green surface are found
an array of scattered and self-contained billiard balls of
various colors. Similarly, international education has been
largely a matter of instructing the young about many colorful
lands and pecples other than ourselves -- of nroviding then
with some information aboui the different ecw.ogies, the
particular histories and the unique cultures of a few of the
different balls arrayed about the table's surface. Clearly
this is an excessively simplified picture, but perhaps not
an entirely feces:: caricature of the international dimension
of the curriculum found in many 1.mo-clean Scheos."'

Careful consideration by social studies educators of a variety of ways of

organising international studies seems warranted.

The Apollo flights have dramatized that different perspectives of this

planet and its peoples are possible. Colonel Frank Forman, Commander of

Apollo 8, in an eloquent statement made during a recent interview, suggested

dimensions of this emerging world perspective:

"....I found a very fervent response from Europeans to our
common desires for peace and brotherhood as stimulated by
our first vice) of our com.eon planet from afar. The ovue-
whelming impression of the people of Europe wae this vie-.;
that we got of earth. They seemcd intently interested in
the fact that there are nu belrievs and that the success of
this mission ''as due in large lletStITC to the contributions
made by people all the world ov:r. They reepond to the fact
that we are reov riders on the earth together. And we
share a beautiful planet. It is small and be:cat:151a and
fragile. row I'm not mive cnorgh to thin'h that things like
exploring the ;,pen are ga::ng to talc the conflicts thet
uel:t en it ve ceeee,

c-1 .t:. :
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than we have in separation. To Europeans and Americans
both, the overwhelming monderment is mhy in the world
we canIt appreciate what we have."

However, the restructuring of an image of the world is not the product

of a single epic event. C. E. Black, the historian, has commented, are

no experiencing one of the great revolutionary transformations of mankind.

The turn in human affairs now taking place is of a scope and intensity that

man has experienced on only to previous occasions and. its significance ca21,-

not be appreciated. except in the context of the entire course of world affairs. " "?

One perspective, a "system's view" if you mill, seems to offer much to

social studies curriculum decision-makers. Political scientist, lee Anderson,

in a recent Foreign Policy Association study, identifies several trends

evidenced by social science research that suggest growth of "systemness" of

the modern morld. "The 'laity,' the Imholeness,' the lexpwience,1 the

Isystemnessi of the modern world -- Ilhtever may be the favorite mord, -- is

manifest in a number of mays...

1. An eaptnding netwrork of cross-national o'r'ganizations and
associations ... there is no question that the twentieth
century is mitnescing a very shtp cecpansion in the volume
and scope of interactions mong the morldrs hundreds of
nationtl and local societies.

2. An (apanding volume of world-mide hur.an inteTeetions
in our time the globe hes become encircled by an e:,7panding
grid of organizatic s r nd. 5S0C5ZnOig; cuttinz across
boundtries nationti systems.

3. IncrecsinE,, similt,qty in tie.n!".Indls socitl and

institutions .... another way of putting this is to sty
nodoyn toohnoloLy in co;r.--anicaCt.:1on;-. pnci

is creating a pool of sociocyltwoal for,ls at the global
level from mhich all of the hymen speeles drzm in
varying' dczycs.

r
..I ' -.I.: .

, o
problc:-;;; of :.:1;,:cvAle CT1 of i31.-.L
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proliferation of nuclear vaapons, and the plundering of
the planet's mineral resources are only a fen of the
problems that cannot be tackled effectively, much less
solved, by unilateral measure of nation-states."

He concludes, "these are a few a»d only a few of the many characteristics of

modern history that lead to a view of the world as a single global system

comprised of any interacting regional, national, and local systems.0

Another frame of reference, that of the study of "probable futures"

should be considered. WerhIng on the assumption that several "recent" develop-,

ments will continue to exert considerable influence for the balance, of this

century, it is argued that students should be au re of the 1aays these might

influence their future, and experience in the classroom alternative means of

responding to these. challenges.

Robert C. North, in a paper prepared for the sam'-: Foreign Policy AssDAa-

tion study of the present state of education for Intunational tindurstanding

has enumerated six technological_ revolutions vith capaeities for profound ;y

effecting mankind: nuclear porter and weaponry, space wvloration, innant

verbal and visual communications, supersonic trnsportation, ,vbernetio

systems, the prolongation, the enhancenent and the creation of life. The

enormity of the challenges posed by thu-;e deve)opm:,nts is stagering, This

technology, in the fen-a of the organ17,ation and vu1117aten of rml's 3no-.71ede,

skills, rnd tools provide3 vs with .orirrecodcnted cr.ci

to increase t:an11-; ,Icve:toont and r:ol-fli)fi'Oi et. Urfol-tue

these same tochnolcgj.cs VW. re;-, It in useo;t11,

self-dostructio:! of 1:n1:3nd..

The fnportf-7i"Q tl1'A'2, to nose tLY6 not %cci. by

3
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forces already set in 'action. North suggests, however, that there are

contingency factors which can have an impact on the shape of the next half

century. Foremost among these is education. "It Min make a significant

difference, " writes North, "how human beings are educated all over the I7or3.1,

but especially, perhaps, i.n the technologically wore advanced nations of the

world including the United States. The behaviors of people everyohere

depend crucially upon the ways in which they are taught to perceive and

interpret the universe, the earth and its ellVelops, the world community, their

own respective nations, themselves, their families, and their ioles, statuses,

and functions in these various, ItOr0 or less overlapping or nesting organiza-

tions, milieus, contexts, and :Systerilf.3.,7 9

A social studies program that socks to prepare pupils to function effec-

tively as adults must address itself to these concerns. The frames of reference

just suggested, a global systems view, end the world of "probable futures,"

are but two ways of looking at the world that have an irEortant con'tribution

to make toward. this end. Others that would seen to deserve the serious con

siderations of social studies educators include: studios of decision-.,12.1;ing

and conflict resolutions 3n set,tin',73 like the Cuban ni_s$1.le Crisis; co,:parative

studies of such glotal pheno: ono. as politi(;:a clovelop;:ent, social and econc..)ic

change; and world order studies that "focuses directly and prin.rily on the

Questions of how to reduce significantly the likelihood of international

violence and to create tolerable conditions of world-wide econemie welfare a?id

social justic.). In more eonmot:,tive b:'1 terminclof, t113

reads, "How to achic-.ie a.-,6 maintain a wz:cl.co;.; wer:1.67"

It be a of i

t r2 2 _ :

scois) et tclIcf; er11.1:2 and i.nst-J.-.7.c'L7 i,....Ltze 3:06

I CI
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the regional construct's accuracy or inaccuracy, but rather its near total.

dominance of the international strand of social studies instruction. It is

important to recognize and convey that we live in more than a world of

culture and region. We live in worlds that are subject to cross-cultural and

systematic influences. As Raymond Platig has commented, "Civil disturbances

in the Congo and in South Vietnam have their repercussions in New York, Moscow,

and Peking; crop failure in India calls forLI response from the American

Ilidwest; nuclear explosive powor unites nen around the world in the fear of

holocaust and tho dread of envirennrntal contamination .., the interrelated-

ness of life of man among non, it would is forcing itself upon orr

attention in near dimensions and with renewed jnalstonce, 1111

We live, as ,731.121 Robinson has concluded in a study on public awareness

of international issue; in which ".., the vast majority of citizens hold

pictures of the world that are at beet sketchy, blurred, and without detail

or at worst so impoverished as to beggar description."1)Ile live in worlds in

which That we know is dietorted and inaccurate. Is Project Africa has reporter,

"To American soventh and tiieJ fth graders, Africa south ef the Sahara, seems

to be a primitive, backovxd, underdovelelJed land with no history a hot,

strange 1216 of jungles and de;erts, pop-,,Jatc::. with wild anin.ls r:rch

elephants, tigers, and SlIEROU, and by black, nalzed savages, cannibals and

pygmies. Missionaries and witch Coetors vie for contoll. of the natives,

live in villages, trfe prone to supar;:titicn and diseaec, and. vho rent with

spescs and poison daxts whcn rot sitting, in front e)7 their hut; beating on

"9 J

And, fina:I.1 ve :hive in a ve,..10 in rhi a; nvd
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"We he become a single human community. Most of the energies of our

society tend towards unit -- the energy of science and technological change,

the energy of curiosity and research, of self-interest and economics, the

energy - in many pays the most violent of them all - the energy of potential

aggression and destruction. We have become neighbors in terms of inescapable

physical prox-.1mity and instant comPrtmication. We are neighbors in economic

interest and technological direction. Ve are neighbors in facets of our in-

dustrialization and in tha pattern of our urbenization. The atonic bomb you'd

rain down on the just ond unjust, on the Ce.,unist and morn-Comq:unist, on the

slave and on the free, and could leave us all vith our la3t appalling unity -

the unity of onnihilation."1/C

These questions have been raised. and these points of vicu explored

because response to such questions and recognition of such ideas and insights

is essential in developing a realistic comprehensive international strond in

the social studies curriculum. To do otherwise is to insure that curriculum

revisionists uill comfortingly discover "thatls uhat 'we've been doing all

along." In our tine that is unlikely and deceiving.

1c.
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